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Abstract

A graph is found which is 4-chromatic, has girth 5, and can be obtained by taking a set S of
points in the plane and joining two of the points whenever their distance is 1. The points in
S are not found explicitly, but their existence is demonstrated by use of a computer.

Subject classification (Amer. Math. Soc. (MOS) 1970): 05 C 15, 05 C 10.

Suppose two points in the plane are joined whenever their distance is 1. A well-
known problem of Nelson asks for the chromatic number of the resultant graph.
The number was shown to be at least 4 by L. and W. Moser (1961), who exhibited
the example shown in Fig. 1, whilst the upper bound 7 follows from Hadwiger et al.
(1964).

Erdos has modified the problem as follows. Let 5 be a subset of the plane which
contains no equilateral triangle with side 1. Join two points of S if and only if
their distance is 1. Does this graph always have chromatic number at most three?
If the answer is no, assume that the graph defined by S contains no CT for 3 s$ r < /
and ask the same question.

By demonstrating the existence of a set 5 which defines a 4-chromatic graph G
with girth 5, we answer this question in the negative for t = 3 and 4. Basic graph-
theoretic notation can be found in Harary (1969).

The graph G is too large to be drawn here, but can be constructed as follows.
Let H be a 5-cycle with its points labelled 1 through 5 in cyclic order, and let R
be a set of 13 points with an associated linear order. For each 5-subset U of R, the
ordering of the points in /? induces a linear order on the points of U, and we attach
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a copy Hu of H to U by joining each of the points 1 through 5 in Hv to the
corresponding point in the linear order of U. The resultant graph G has

13 + 5J ] = 6448 points, 13 of which have degree 495, with the remainder all

being of degree 3.

FIGURE 1. A 4-chromatic graph.

G is 4-colourable, since the points of the copies of H in G can be coloured with
three colours and the points in R with the fourth colour. In a hypothetical
3-colouring of G, however, some 5-subset U of R must be monochromatic, and
consequently the points of the 5-cycle Hv must be coloured in two colours only.
This contradiction implies that G is 4-chromatic. Moreover, it is clear that G
contains neither a triangle nor a 4-cycle.

It must be shown that for some subset 5 of the plane, the graph G is formed
by joining two points of S whenever the distance between them is 1. The sequence
u0, ...,M4 of points is pentagonizable if there is some set {vo,...,v^ of points which
are the vertices of a pentagon with unit sides, such that ut and vt have distance 1
for each i. The points vo,...,vt thenpentagonize uQ,..., w4. Our main obstacle is the
problem of finding suitably general conditions on a sequence w0, ...,u4 which are
sufficient for it to be pentagonizable. In our solution to this problem we do not
find the set {v0, ...,r4} explicitly. Indeed, to do this in general appears to be very
difficult, because the constraints on the positions of the points call for various
distances to be precisely 1. We overcome this difficulty by using continuity
arguments to show that a suitable set {v0, ...,i>4} exists whenever w0, ...,M4 satisfy
certain conditions. These new conditions require various distances between points
to satisfy inequalities but not equalities. This allows us to use a computer for
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solving the problem: all we need to do is ensure that the rounding errors, generated
by representing real numbers using a finite number of digits, are so small that they
have no effect on the truth of any of the inequalities which we desire to hold true.
For example, if we require a number x to be less than 1, and it is known that the
relative error in the calculated value, y say, of x is less than 10~7, it is enough to
demand that y < 1 —10"6, say.

The continuity arguments which we shall use require a substantial introduction.
Throughout this paper each angle is identified with its radian measure r which is
taken in the range 0 < r < 2n. If u, v and w are points in the plane, the directed
line passing from u to v is denoted by uv, and the angle uvw is the angle from vu
to vw. A point v' is acceptable to the ordered triple (M, U', V) of points if

(i) both the angle a from uv to u'v' and the angle /? = u'v'v are strictly between
0 and IT, and

(ii) v' has distance 1 from u'.
The concept of acceptability of a point is illustrated in Fig. 2. If uo,...,un and
vo,...,vn are two sequences of points in the plane and ^ is acceptable to the triple
(«i-n"t>^-i) for K / ^ n then the sequence vo,...,vn is acceptable to the sequence

i

M
v'

FIGURE 2. A configuration of points in which v' is acceptable to (a, u', v).

For any two distinct points u' and v in the plane with distance less than 2, there
is a unique point v' with distance 1 from both u' and v such that the angle u'v'v
is strictly between 0 and n. The point v' is called the trailer of v from u'.

We state without proof the following elementary geometrical result, which will
be used when we come to show that a certain sequence of points is pentagonizable.

LEMMA. Let u and u' be two points in the plane with distance less than 1, and let
v and w be two points both with distance 1 from u. Ifv' and w' are the trailers ofv
and w respectively from «', then the angle vuw plus the angle from uw to u'w' is
greater than the angle from uv to u'v'.
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Again suppose that uo,...,un and vo,...,vn are two sequences of points in the
plane. For 1 < i < n let ô  be the angle from ui-x vt_i to ut vt. The wrap of the sequence
vo,...,vn around the sequence uo,...,un is the sum of the angles aj, for 1 < /<n .
Note that if w0 = un and v0 = vn, this wrap is necessarily a multiple of 2-rr.

Now supposey<«, and let uQ, ...,«„ and r0, ...,»y be two sequences of points in
the plane such that the distance between ut_x and ut is less than 1 for 1 ^ i <n, and
the distance between vi and MJ+1 is less than 2. Fo ry< /<« , let »< be the trailer of
vi-i from K*. The resultant sequence vo,...,vn is the trailing completion of t>0, ...,ty
fromw0, ...,«„.

Let 71 be a set of 13 distinct points in the plane with the distance between any
two points in T less than 1, and let e be a positive number. Choose a relation,
denoted by < , on J which orders T totally. Suppose that for each 5-subset
U= {w0, ...,M4} of T with «0< ... <M4 there are two sequences V = v'o, ...,t;4 and
V = v"Q, ...,v"x of points satisfying the following conditions.

(i) The sequences v'o,...,v'i,v'o and v$, ...,V'VVQ are acceptable to the sequence
«o, ...,«4,w0.

(ii) For 0 < i < 4, the points v\ and v'i+1 have distance at most 1 - e, and the points
v\ and v"i+1 have distance at least 1 + e, subscripts being taken modulo 5.

(iii) The wrap of both v'o, ...fV'^VQ and v"0, ...,VI,VQ around uo,...,ut,uQ is 2TT.

These properties of T will be referred to as (C). We shall show that (C) implies
the existence of the required subset S of the plane. Consideration of the existence
question for the sequences V and V is postponed until last.

Our first object is to show that for each 5-subset U = {uo,...,u^ of T with
MO< ... <«4, the sequence w0, ...,ut is pentagonizable. We define a function/whose
domain is the set of points on the unit circle centred at «0. For any point w0 in
dom/, let w0, ...,w5 be the trailing completion of w0 from u0, ...,ut,u0 and define
f(w0) to be the wrap of w0,..., w5 around u0,..., u4, w0. It is clear that / is continuous.
This point is vital to our argument, for we shall show that/(tfj) > 2n and/(t>||) < 2n,
implying that there is some point v0 such that/(i;0) = 2TT. Thus, if vo,...,v6 is the
trailing completion of v0 from u0,..., M4, M0, it follows that vb = v0. Hence {v0,..., f j
are the vertices of a pentagon with unit sides and consequently u0, . . . ,M4 is
pentagonizable.

It is convenient to define us to be the point u0 and v's to be the point v'o. For
0 < J < 4 , let v(i,0),...,v{i,5) be the trailing completion of v'0,...,v'{ from uo,...,u5

and let rt be the wrap of f(/,0),...,»(/,5) around w0, ...,«5. Similarly let
v(5,0),..., v(5,5) be the sequence v'o,..., v'5, and let r5 be the wrap of r>(5,0),..., v(5,5)
around uo,...,u5. By definition, r0 =f(v'o) and r5 = 2TT. We shall show that
f(v'o) > 2rr by proving that rt_^ > rt for 1 s£ i < 5.

For i<7<5 let r(i,j) be the wrap of v(i,0),...,v(i,j) around «„, ...,uj. To show
r(i—1,5)>r(i,5), it is enough to show r(i—\,j)>r(i,j) for all / a n d / This is done
by induction on j with i fixed. First, suppose j = i. Then »(i —!,_/) = p(i—1,0 is
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the trailer of v^ from ut, and the sequences

v(i,0),...,v(i,i) and v(i-l,O),...,v(i-l,i)

are just the sequences v'0,...,tft and v'o,..., t^_x, v(i —1,0 respectively. Since v'0,...,v'5
is acceptable to uo,...,u5, the point v't is acceptable to the ordered triple
(M<_I» "i, ^i-i)- This, together with the assumptions that the points v't_t and v't have
distance at most 1 — e, that the points ui_1 and u€ have distance less than 1, and
that v(i—\, i) is the trailer of i;J_x from t^, is enough to ensure that the angle from
«t_i tff_i to U{v\ is less than the angle from ui_1 v't_x to utv(i— 1, i). Hence, the wrap
of v'o,..., »J_lt»(«— 1,0 around K0, ..., uf is greater than the wrap of v'o,..., v't around
UQ, ..., w*. Thus r(j— 1,0 > K'» 0 a s required.

Now suppose i<y< 5 and assume r(i— l,y— l)>r(i,j— 1). Note that r(i — 1J— 1)
is the angle from uov'o to ui_1v(i— \,j— 1) plus some non-negative multiple of 2n.
Similarly, r(i,j— 1) is the angle from uov'o to u}_tv(j,j— 1) plus some non-negative
multiple of 2-n. It follows that r(i—l,j—l) is r(i,j—\) plus some non-negative
multiple of 2?r plus the angle v(i,j— X)Uj_xv(i— l,j— I). Denoting the latter angle
by a, we conclude that r(i-l,j—l)^r(i,j—l) + a. As j>i, the points v(i—l,j)
and f(/ j) are the trailers of v(i— \,j— I) and v(i,j— 1) respectively from Uj. Let j3
denote the angle from tij_1v(i—\,j—\) to UjV{i—\,j) and let y denote the angle
from Uj_xv{i,j—\) to UjV(i,j). The Lemma now implies that a+ / J>y . But
r(/— l,y) = r(i— \,j—1)+^3 by definition, and thus

This establishes the inductive step, and we therefore have

as required.

We have just finished showing that f(v'o) > 2TT. The corresponding result that
/(«;£) <2TT is readily established by similar arguments. This completes the proof
that the sequence u0, ...,w4 is pentagonizable. Recall that v0, ...,t>4 are the vertices
of a corresponding pentagon; let V={vo,...,vt}. For each 5-subset Ut of T, a
similar set Ff can be found. Now let W be the union of the Vt over all 5-subsets
Uf of T. As any two points in T have distance less than 1, none of the sets Vt can
contain a point in T. Therefore, if Vt and Vj are disjoint sets whenever U^ Uj it
follows that the graph G can be formed by joining selected pairs of points in Wu T
which have distance 1.

The problem is, there is no guarantee as yet that Vt and Vj are in fact disjoint for
UrfUj and even then it is possible that there are pairs of points in WuT with
distance 1 which correspond to non-adjacent points of G. For instance, a point in
Vt and a point in Vj may have distance 1. We deal with both these problems next.
Generally speaking, the solution is to move the points of T selectively through
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small distances so that points in just one of the sets Vt and Vj are moved. All other
sets Vk are adjusted accordingly.

First we have a few definitions. The function f(w0) clearly has a derivative /'(vv0)
for all w0 in dom/. lff'(v0) = 0, we say Fis singular. Suppose that v0 vt are all
distinct, that the point vt has distance 1 from the point t in T if and only if / = uif

and moreover that vt and Vj have distance 1 if and only if | /—j\ = 1 or 4. We then
say V is self-consistent. Also, if Ut and Uj are two 5-subsets of T, then Vi is
consistent with Vj if no point of Vt is a point of Vj or has distance 1 from a point of Vj.

Define a total order < on the 5-subsets of T. By moving the points of T when
necessary, we plan to progress through the 5-subsets of Tin ascending order, making
each 5-subset first non-singular and self-consistent and then consistent with all
lesser 5-subsets of T. We need to have an idea of how the sets Vt are affected when
a point of T is moved slightly. Suppose V is not singular. Then if for some i, u{ is
moved a distance 8 in any direction, it is possible to move the points v0, ...,t>4 so
that they still pentagonize the sequence u0, . . . ,M4, as long as S is small enough.
Moreover, because V is not singular it can be arranged that the distances through
which the points v0,..., vt move are as small as you like, by decreasing S sufficiently.
Both these results follow from the fact that / is continuous when regarded as a
function of the points wo,uo, . . . ,M4, on the domain under consideration. Further-
more, in this context the partial derivative of/with respect to w0 is also continuous
and so the new set V is non-singular when 8 is small enough.

There are two special types of operation which we shall employ to move a point
of T. Operation 1, as applied to a point wf in U, consists of moving the point ut

through some distance 8 in a direction towards vt. If 8 is sufficiently small, each of
the points v0, ...,i>4 must also be moved because each is the trailer of the one
before it in the 5-cycle. Operation 2 is applied to ut by moving it through a distance
8 so that it still has distance 1 from vt. Consequently, no points of V are moved in
this operation. To avoid complicated notation, after any move of a point of T we
refer to the new set as Tand preserve the names of all corresponding points and sets.

We now begin our progression through the 5-subsets of T. The subscripts of the
u's are taken modulo 5. First, let Ux be the least 5-subset of T, and suppose Vx is
singular. For some i, we must have that vt_t is not vi+1 and that the points t>f_x,
v{ and vi+1 are not collinear. Application of operation 2 to uit with 8 small, will
now force Vx to be non-singular. We next suppose that V1 is not self-consistent.
If v0,..., vt are not all distinct, we may assume vt = vi+2, and application of operation
1 to the point ui+1 is enough to change this condition. If vt and Vj have distance 1
where \i—j\ is not 1 or 4, then application of operation 1 to any point uk in U
other than ut and us moves both vt and vt. A slight problem arises here if vt and
tj remain unit distance apart no matter how small 8 is made in this application
of operation 1. This problem is overcome by applying operation 2 to ut or «,-
before the application of operation 1 to uk. Next suppose vt and t have distance 1
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when f # «f is in !T. If f is in U, apply operation 2 to t; otherwise move t through an
arbitrarily small distance in a direction away from vt. In this way, V can be made
self-consistent.

The set V2 corresponding to the least 5-subset U2 of T greater than L̂  can now
be made non-singular and self-consistent in the same way. Then, if a point in V2 is
in Vx or has distance 1 from a point in Vlt application of operation 1 to any point
in U2 which is not in l^ will remedy the situation. In this way V2 can be made
consistent with Vv The process is repeated for each 5-subset of T in turn, so that
eventually each is self-consistent and consistent with all others. The set WuT
will then suffice for S.

There are two things we must watch out for in the process of moving points of T.
Firstly, we must ensure that at no stage do we spoil the work we have already done.
We have mentioned that if the movement of wf is made small enough, a non-singular
V will remain non-singular, and the movement in the points vt can be reduced as
much as is desired. Note that the points in T and in the sets Vt, together with all
points of unit distance from any of these, form a closed subset of the plane. It
follows that there is some positive number 8' such that any movement of a point of
T through a distance less than 8' can be effected without destroying consistency or
self-consistency of the sets Vi for i^j. If there are a number of places of incon-
sistency between Vt and V}, or of Vj with itself, they can be treated one by one for
the same reasons.

The second difficulty in the above process arises when we have progressed to
the 5-subset U of T and one of the points of U has already been moved. How do
we know that U is still pentagonizable ? It is easily shown that there is some
positive 8" such that when one of the points of T is moved in any direction through
a distance less than 8", the property (C) of T is retained. Therefore, this second
difficulty is resolved by taking 8<8" in operations 1 and 2, for this ensures that
all 5-subsets of T will remain pentagonizable. Of course, after each movement of
a point of T, the sizes of 8' and 8" may be modified.

All that remains is to find a set T satisfying the property (C). Let T be the set
of vertices of a regular 13-gon on a circle with centre z and radius 0.49. The
maximum distance between two points of T is certainly less than 1. Denote the
points in Tby t0, ...,t12 so that the angle ^z/ i+1 is 2TT/13 for each i, and then put
to< ...<t12. A computer search was undertaken to find sets V and V for each
subset (7 = {M0, ...,«J of T, with e taken as 10"3. Candidates which were considered
for v'j and v"j were those points w with distance 1 from M,- such that the angle from
zt0 to My w is a multiple of 2TT/M, for various n. The programming was designed so
that the rounding errors generated by representing real numbers using a finite
number of digits could have no effect in the final result. Of course, only one set U
from each class of congruent subsets of T needed to be considered, as the existence
of V and V depends only on the relative positions of the points in U. Suitable
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sets V were found with n = 18 for all U considered, whilst n = 9 was sufficient in
the case of V". Only the solutions for U = {t0,...,fj will be given here. In this
case the angles from zt0 to UJV'J, fory = 0, ...,4, are the following multiples of TT/9:

5, 8, 11, 14, 17. This defines V. The corresponding multiples of 27r/9 which define
V are 6, 8, 1, 3 and 5. These sets V and V" are illustrated in Fig. 3. A full list
of solutions can be obtained from the author.

FIGURE 3. The sets V and V" for U = {f0 tt}. Unit distances are represented by solid lines.
Distances which are required to be less or greater than 1 are represented by zig-zag lines and

broken lines respectively.

One can now ask (as Erdos has) whether there is a set S in the plane which
defines a 4-chromatic graph G with no 3-, 4- or 5-cycles. It is conceivable that our
methods could be adapted to prove the existence of such a set, by letting T have
19 points and using 7-cycles attached to the 7-subsets of T, instead of 5-cycles
attached to 5-subsets. We do not pursue the matter further, however, for the
progression to a graph G with girth greater than 6 appears to require a different
form of attack.
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